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Why choose Leawo DVD Creator for MAC

Burn Videos to DVD, 3D DVD and ISO
Customize Output DVD Video
Fast Burn Video to DVD on Mac

Leawo DVD Creator for Mac is remarked as the best Mac DVD creator software to burn
videos to common DVDs, 3D DVDs and ISO images. With this Mac DVD Creator, you are
allowed to take video in all popular formats into use. For the sake of meeting with your
specific requirements, you can choose to burn plain videos to DVD discs (DVD-5, DVD-9),
create 3D DVDs and output ISO images, so as to backup media files, playback DVD or 3D
DVD on DVD players and some other further uses.

Besides DVD burning, the powerful DVD creator for Mac endows you to edit video features
through Trim, Crop, Rotation, Effect and Watermark. On 3D DVD creating, 3D DVD video
settings is also available: you are able to pick up one of the setting modes (Red/Cyan,
Blue/Yellow, Interleaved, Side by Side) as well as adjust 3D Depth for the best display effect.
For applying more individualized features to the output, this Mac DVD Creator flexibly burn
DVD for Mac with various customization functions. You can customize DVD menu via the
options under Themes, Background, Button, Caption and Advanced. DVD burning elements
like style, font, font size, color, angle etc. can be changed according to your needs. It is the
greatest DVD Creator Mac for you to individualize DVD.

Key Features

Burn Videos to DVD, 3D DVD and ISO

Convert video to common DVD - It is the most suitable Mac DVD Creator software
for you to burn all videos to DVD-5, DVD-9 for playing on any DVD players. Since you
have backup media files to DVD, there is no need for you to worry about data loss.
You can keep the output DVD in perpetuity.
Create 3D DVD from videoThis - DVD creator for Mac satisfies your demand on
enjoying 3D DVD videos. It is equipped with the function to burn 2D video to 3D DVD
video, so that you can as well watch 3D DVD video to experience the awesome video
display effect by using 3D glasses.
Output ISO image - In addition to DVD and 3D DVD burning, this Mac DVD Creator
is capable of outputting ISO image for enriching local image library and for other uses.

Customize Output DVD Video
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Edit video with various effects - The program can burn DVD for Mac with some
features. Trim and crop the original video to a suitable duration and the fittest size,
rotate the video to the right direction and angle, adjust video brightness, contrast,
saturation to get the exact effect, add image or text as watermark.
3D video setting features adjustment - When you choose to burn video to 3D DVD
with this DVD Creator Mac, the program provides you with multiple 3D setting modes
(Red/Cyan, Blue/Yellow, Interleaved, Side by Side) based on the 3D glasses type. 3D
Depth value is also allowed to be chosen, pick up one to set 3D effect.
Customize menu for the output DVD - In order to get access to DVD with ideal
effect, you can add customized effects to the output DVD. DVD menu templates,
background picture and music, frame style, icon style, title font, and more other details
can be set for catering to your specific demand.

Fast Burn Video to DVD on Mac

Concise software interface for easy operating - The clear design of the program
enables you to get to the wanted functions with ease. With the concise interface, you
can run this program smoothly and easily, without any technical knowledge required.
One-click DVD creating process with high quality - The whole video to DVD
burning process can be accomplished with just few simple steps. And the high DVD
video quality guarantees you with the best DVD video enjoyment. It is really the best
video to DVD burning tool for Mac, with excellent performance and ultra-fast burning
speed.

System requirements

Supported OS: Mac OS X 10.5, 10.6 or 10.7
Processor: 1G Hz or above Intel processor
RAM: At least 512M physical RAM and one writable DVD drive
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